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i27629132_1137_A01N - Original enclosure before new 
housing was created by the lab.

i27629132_1137_A03N - Detail of original slipcase 
cracking along the edges.

i27629132_1137_A05N - Bible, prior to rehousing, 
with limp paper cover and paper covered portfolio 
case.

i27629132_1137_A02N - Original enclosure 
before new housing was created by the lab.

i27629132_1137_A04N - Detail of 
original slipcase cracking along the edges.

i27629132_1137_A06N - Bible, prior to rehousing 
with limp paper cover and paper covered portfolio 
case.
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thepreservationlab.org  Treatment Photography By: Ashleigh Schieszer

 i27629132_1137_A07N - Measurements being taken for new 
enclosures.

 i27629132_1137_A08N - Measurements being taken for new 
enclosures.



i27629132_1137_D01N - New enclosures created by the lab 
using cloth and red leather labels to follow the asthetics of the 
Loeb collection.

i27629132_1137_D03N - Detail of the inner portfolios for the 
two volumes.

i27629132_1137_D02N - Enclosure created by the lab to house 
the Bibles.  Detail of the magnetic closures at the back of the 
new enclosure.

i27629132_1137_D05N - Detail of the tray built within the 
larger case to facilitate easier accessibility to the individual 
volumes.
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i27629132_1137_D06N - Detail of the inner portfolio for 
volume 1, including rear magnetic closures and pull tab.

i27629132_1137_D07N - Detail of the interior of the portfolio 
for vol. 1.



i27629132_1137_D08N - Corrugated banker's box enclosure covered in 
bookcloth created by the lab to house the original paper covered portfolios 
for the Bibles.  Detail of the linen pulls on the front of the drop-down wall.

i27629132_1137_D09N - Detail of the drop-down wall and the spacers 
created to support the original paper covered portfolios. 

i27629132_1137_D10N - Detail of the spacers created to support the 
original paper covered portfolios and labels. 
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